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Further information:

KOFF Cordula Reimann

„Mainstreaming Do No Harm“:
Challenges and Experiences so far
Many development organizations are now in the process of anchoring Do No Harm
both institutionally and operationally. To share pertinent experiences and current
challenges, a workshop on „Mainstreaming Do no Harm – Challenges, problems,
Lessons Learned“ was held at KOFF on June 6. Jochen Neumann of Peace Brigades
International (PBI) Germany and Kurve Wustrow and Wolfgang Heinrich of the
Church Development Service (EED) presented their experiences with the main-
streaming of Do No harm. The discussion addressed the way in which Do No harm
is being institutionalised on a lasting basis within the organisation, as well as the
implementation of Do No harm through local partners.

Experience had shown that the mainstreaming process required not just additional
resources, but above all flexibility, transparency, good communication at all levels
and a long-term strategy. It was important to understand that the mainstreaming
of Do No harm raised fundamental questions regarding an organisation’s self-
perception as well as its situation in the context of a conflict.

The speakers underscored that the Do No harm concept had to be adapted to the
particular organisational structures, cultural specificities and conflict situa-
tions. The EED had supported two partner projects for the mainstreaming of Do No
Harm in India and in the Horn of Africa. The practical implementation of a sup-
posedly simple concept often raised considerable difficulties that could be les-
sened through peer-to-peer coaching and by producing handbooks and other aids.

06.06.05

KOFF Training Course in Conflict Analysis
In early June KOFF organized a one-day training course in participatory conflict
analysis. The first part was devoted to presenting a range of conflict analysis me-
thods and tools. The group work format was used to test four selected instruments
on an imaginary conflict. In the second part, the outcomes of the group work were
brought together and discussed. Those outcomes served as the basis for an exami-
nation of the pros and cons of individual instruments from the analytical and practical
angles.

The course elicited lively interest from the participating representatives of Swiss
non-governmental organizations and international organizations such as the In-
ternational Committee of the Red Cross and Saferworld. 06.01.05
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Further information:

KOFF Steffen Rottler

KOFF Trainings 2005

Do No Harm

EED

PBI Germany

mailto:cordula.reimann@swisspeace.ch
mailto:steffen.rottler@swisspeace.ch
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/website/koffevents/trainings.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/website/koffevents/trainings.pdf
http://www.cdainc.com/dnh/
http://www.eed.de/
http://www.pbi-deutschland.de/
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Workshop on Dealing with the Past and
Reconciliation in Post-Conflict Societies
Diana Francis from the Committee for Conflict Transformation Support and Jona-
than Sisson (KOFF) led the workshop on Dealing with the Past and Reconciliation
in Post-Conflict Societies, which was intended to offer an insight into a range of
Dealing with the past issues. Alongside theoretical inputs from the facilitators,
participants also had a chance to analyze their own real life experiences. The basis
of the discussion was the model developed by Diana Francis called „Stages and
Processes in Conflict Transformation“. It embeds the reconciliation process within
the broader context of conflict transformation, while also bringing structural fac-
tors into the equation. Some of the recurring issues included distinguishing between
perpetrators and victims – in most cases a tough task – and the intervention in the
conflict transformation process of third-party players that must meet Do No Harm
prerequisites.

On the first afternoon, Mô Bleeker from Political Division IV of the Swiss Foreign
Ministry gave participants an overview of the various instruments of transitional
justice. It was highlighted in the ensuing discussion that strong political will was
indispensable to dealing with the past. This was clear, for instance when it came to
reparations, which were in fact being awarded, but often not paid out.

The second day brought a more in-depth examination of the role of international
players and local civil society in reconciliation processes.  This led to a discussion
on the relevance of reconciliation to other core themes of Swiss non-governmen-
tal organisations and on KOFF’s potential role in developing capabilities and sy-
nergies in this realm. 06.16.05

Gender Roundtable on National Implementation of
UN-Security Council Resolution 1325
The eleventh session of the KOFF gender roundtable came off in mid-June and was
attended by representatives from the Swiss civil service and various NGOs as well
as women academics. Its motto was „Ten years of Beijing and five years of UN
Security Council Resolution 1325: progress made and remaining challenges for
Switzerland“.

Cordula Reimann (KOFF) started off by discussing the „Beijing plus 10“ Confe-
rence held in February 2005 in New York, where, amongst other things, the criti-
cism was voiced, that in essence, political and economic power relations had hardly
changed despite all the efforts made.

In that context, the work of Political Division IV (PD IV) of the Swiss Foreign Mi-
nistry (DFA) and the „Peace Core Group“ (Kerngruppe Frieden) for the national
implementation of UN Security Council Resolution 1325 represented a meaningful
step in the right direction. The „Peace Core Group“ comprises representatives of
the DFA and the Federal Department for Defence, Civil Protection and Sport (VBS).
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Committee for Conflict

Transformation Support

KOFF Trainings 2005

KOFF-websites on

Dealing with the Past

Further information:

KOFF Jonathan Sisson

http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/t_gender.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/39/res_1325e.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/39/res_1325e.pdf
http://www.womenwarpeace.org
http://www.vbs-ddps.ch/internet/vbs/de/home.html
http://www.c-r.org/ccts/
http://www.c-r.org/ccts/
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/website/koffevents/trainings.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/t_dealing.htm
mailto:jonathan.sisson@swisspeace.ch
http://www.peacewomen.org/
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/g/home/foreign/humsec/gender.html
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FAST Uzbekistan

Valérie Nadrai from PD IV and Florian Plattner from the VBS represented the Peace
Core Group at the roundtable. Nadrai outlined the Peace Core Group’s thoughts
and ideas on the national strategy for implementing the UN Security Council Reso-
lution in the field of civil peace building. The central themes of her presentation
were „Promoting women’s involvement in peace-building“, „Gender mainstrea-
ming in projects and interventions“ and „Protecting women’s rights“. Florian Platt-
ner of the VBS focused on military peace-building issues. The Peace Core Group’s
ideas were meant to complement and support the experiences and activities of
NGOs regarding the implementation of Resolution 1325. In the second part of the
session therefore, working groups discussed which NGO projects were already
under way in the three abovementioned fields. 06.16.05

Uzbekistan: Struggle for Economic Privileges
triggering Violence?
In June, Mrs. Marina Pikulina, FAST Country Coordinator for Uzbekistan, held a
presentation at swisspeace in Berne on the tragic events of Andijan in mid-May,
which was attended by journalists as well as representatives from the Swiss Fo-
reign Ministry. The meeting provided a differentiated analysis, questioning several
points reported by Western media. The main argument was the neglect of the fact
that there had been an armed insurrection before any action was taken from the
government’s side. Mrs. Pikulina also stressed that the local administration had
been changed before the events and that the new administration had been trying
to set up its own network of business structures, thereby depriving the old busi-
ness network of its privileges. Whether this could have been the trigger to the
violence remained open.

On a more general, geopolitical level, Mrs. Pikulina said that the exchange of one
political figure (i.e. President Karimov), considered by many western critics of
Uzbekistan’s policies to be the key to a solution of the country’s manifold pro-
blems, would not have a decisive impact – what Uzbekistan really needs is a change
of the political system. One way to achieve this, according to Mrs. Pikulina, is to
strengthen civil society on a very low level, showing to people that mutual coope-
ration on a community level is worth the effort. 06.06.05

Further information:

KOFF Cordula Reimann

Further information:

FAST Reto Weyermann

http://www.swisspeace.org/fast/asia_uzbekistan.htm
mailto:cordula.reimann@swisspeace.ch
mailto:reto.weyermann@swisspeace.ch
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Dealing with the Past in Serbia:
Initiatives in the Debate on Transitional Justice
It is now ten years since the massacre of more than 7’500 civilians from
Srebrenica in July 1995 sent shock waves around the world. Just weeks
ago, however, televised images of the torture and execution of six Muslim
prisoners by Serbian paramilitaries re-opened wounds which have hardly
begun to heal. In Serbia, the footage has renewed a bitter public debate
about the responsibility for a legacy of war crimes and crimes against
humanity committed by irregular Serbian forces during the war.

The debate on Dealing with the past in Serbia has been heavily influenced by the
activities of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY).
Since its establishment by the UN Security Council in May 1993, the court has been
vilified in the government-controlled media as an instrument of „victor’s justice“,
while those indicted for war crimes are celebrated as „national heros“. Building
on the widespread resentment towards the UN sanctions and the NATO bombing
in 1999, such nationalist sentiment has contributed to a sense of victimhood among
the general population. To those groups in civil society that actively opposed the
war and the Milosevic regime, however, the ICTY became a focal point of orienta-
tion and legitimation for their own activities. Having grown up in the shadow of
the tribunal, most of these organizations developed a clear focus on the retributive
aspect of transitional justice.

The Focus on Retributive Justice

One of the oldest and most well known of these is the Humanitarian Law Center
(HLC) in Belgrade. For years the center has been working to document crimes
committed by Serbian military forces in the wars in Croatia and Bosnia and later in
Kosovo. Formal cooperation of the center with the ICTY began in 1994.

In April 2004, HLC signed a protocol on regional cooperation in the field of transi-
tional justice with the Sarajevo-based Research and Documentation Center and
the Zagreb-based Documenta – Center for Dealing with the Past. The three institu-
tions have agreed to the creation of compatible databases on war crimes and to
cooperate in the monitoring of regional war crimes trials. This initiative is particu-
larly important in light of the fact that the mandate of the ICTY to prosecute first
instance trials will end in 2008  with all appeals completed by 2010. After that the
work will be taken on by regional courts. The protocol is thus an important step to
ensure that documentation and prosecution can continue after the ICTY.

Other Initiatives in the Field of Transitional Justice

In March 2001, the Yugoslav Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) was set
up by then President Kostunica with the task of investigating the causes and the
course of events of all the conflicts in the territory of former Yugoslavia. From the
beginning, however, the Commission was caught up in a public debate questio-
ning its legitimacy. Having been set up without broader consultation or debate in
parliament, it was criticized as a ploy by the President to placate the international
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http://www.un.org/icty
http://www.idc.org.ba/
http://www.idc.org.ba/
http://www.yucom.org.yu/EnglishVersion/LawyersCommittee.asp
http://www.yucom.org.yu/EnglishVersion/LawyersCommittee.asp
http://www.helsinki.org.yu/
http://www.helsinki.org.yu/
http://www.yi.org.yu/
http://www.yi.org.yu/
http://www.wib-zeneucrnom-belgrade.org/index-en.htm
http://www.usm.maine.edu/~bcj/
http://www.czkd.org.yu/english/indexe.htm
http://www.czkd.org.yu/english/indexe.htm
http://www.nenasilje.org/
http://www.nenasilje.org/
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/g/home/foreign/humsec/Public/focusblaetter.ContentPar.0047.UpFile.tmp/DwP_39_d.pdf
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/g/home/foreign/humsec/Public/focusblaetter.ContentPar.0047.UpFile.tmp/DwP_39_d.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/t_dealing.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/c_southeasteurope.htm
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community and as a means to justify Serbian atrocities. It had a three years man-
date, but was never able to develop a serious work plan and was disbanded in
February 2003.

Another focus has been on institutional reform, especially of the police and the
courts. In June 2003, a law on lustration was passed in parliament, but there has
been no attempt to implement it due to political considerations and shortcomings
of the law itself. In September 2004, the Lawyers Committee for Human Rights
(YUCOM) initiated a public campaign to support legislation to open secret police
files as a precondition for a transparent lustration process in Serbia. The success of
this legislation, which has met with heavy opposition in parliament, would be an
important step toward the democratic control of the police and military services.
Legal reform and human rights monitoring has also been the focal point of a num-
ber of other NGOs, including the Helsinki Committee on Human Rights, Youth Ini-
tiative for Human Rights, Women in Black, Belgrade Circle, and Center for Cultural
Decontamination.

The Restorative Approach and the Role of Former Combatants

One of the main obstacles in the debate on Dealing with the past in Serbia is the
issue of victimization. The problem lies in the multiple layers of victimization. All of
the Serbian population was affected in some way by the upheaval of the last fif-
teen years. Some, particularly refugees, were directly affected by the war; other
suffered secondary victimization, both those who went into exile and those who
remained under the sanctions and the NATO bombardment. There is no clear divi-
sion among these categories and, as an additional complicating factor, some of
the victims are, in fact, also perpetrators of human rights violations.

Taking into account the complexity of the issue and the limitations of retributive
measures in addressing the need for reconciliation between different segments of
society, some civil society organizations, in particular the Center for Nonviolent
Action (CNA) in Belgrade, have taken a restorative approach in working with se-
lected focal groups. One of the most promising initiatives in this regard concerns
the role of former combatants. As soldiers, they were either forced to participate in
combat or they did so willingly based on nationalist sentiments which were open
to manipulation. As veterans, however, they have assumed an ambivalent role as
both victims and perpetrators. CNA scheduled public meetings in which the com-
batants discuss the problems they face in Dealing with the past. Through its activi-
ties with the former combatants and other groups, CNA hopes to initiate a broad
public debate on individual and collective responsibility for the war and to involve
important, but marginalized social groups in peace-building efforts.

The restorative approach is an important corrective to the polarized discussion
which has taken place around the ICTY and reform initiatives. Without denying the
need for the prosecution of war crimes and institutional reform, it emphasizes that
Dealing with the past is a collective effort which requires the participation of diffe-
rent segments of society with their different perspectives.

This article is based on

interviews conducted

during a trip in the region

which KOFF undertook in

March 2005 at the request

of the Political Division IV

(PD IV) of the Federal

Department of Foreign

Affairs. Dealing with the

past is a focal point of the

peace promotion program

of the PD IV in the Balkans.

A number of Swiss NGOs

are also involved in

projects with a focus on

Dealing with the past.

Further information:

KOFF Jonathan Sisson

mailto:jonathan.sisson@swisspeace.ch
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News from Swiss NGOs

Swiss Solidarity Conflict Sensitivity and Prevention Checklist
For four years now, Swiss Solidarity has been using checklists on specific topics for
the quality control of projects it is helping to fund. To date, there are checklists on
such topics as latrine construction, earthquake-resistant construction, or health.
The conflict sensitivity and prevention checklist is now a reality.

It is a tool that sets out the Swiss Solidarity’s minimum standards as well as a
theme-based list of questions on two pages at the most.

When submitting projects to Swiss Solidarity, charities must meet the minimum
standards. The conflict sensitivity and prevention checklist entails furnishing proof
of experience in conflict sensitivity, answering five specific questions based on the
Do No Harm approach and, if it is a project in conflict prevention/conflict transfor-
mation, an in-depth conflict analysis.

The list of questions is an aid designed to draw the attention of aid organisations
to the questions asked by Swiss Solidarity experts in the process of analysis and
approval. The questions extend beyond the technical and professional aspects to
take in victims, local partner organisations as well as power relationships and
cultural values and criteria.

The conflict sensitivity and prevention checklist begins with conflict sensitivitiy in
daily project management and ends with conflict prevention. It has a very strong
Do No Harm focus. 06.27.05

Palmyrah Event on Tamil Gender Relations in Switzerland,
and Gender and Disaster Relief in Sri Lanka
Following its Annual General Meeting, the Palmyrah – Ecumenical Partnership Pro-
ject Berne-Jaffna association hosted two lectures with a gender focus under the
theme „Without Shakti, Shiva is nothing“. Johanna Vögeli, ethnologist and Palmy-
rah Board member, spoke on Tamil gender relations in Switzerland, basing herself
on the partial findings of a National Science Foundation study on social change
amongst Tamil refugees in Switzerland. KOFF’s Cordula Reimann reported on gen-
der, reconstruction and emergency aid, using the example Sri Lanka. She pointed
not only to the variety of roles and needs of men and women with respect to
emergency aid and reconstruction, but also – with hindsight – the rather insuffi-
cient gender sensitivity of international aid personnel. Although the two speakers
dealt with different areas, there was obviously some common ground: Warfare,
migration, exile or natural disasters can all accelerate social change, and all hold
potential for positive change in traditional gender relations. Alongside the trans-
formative impact, however, the opposite effect can also be observed. To counter
traumatisation and destabilisation, traditional roles and gender relations are pre-
served and idealised, which means that women who are traditionally marginalised
or discriminated against such as heads of families, single parents, divorcees, out-
casts and widows, again suffer. 06.14.05
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http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/39/Checklist.pdf
http://www.refkirchenbeju.ch/content/page-2.asp?PortLink=1519&UnLnk=1493&ConType=1&Lev=4&PortalId=502&RecordId=985
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/c_srilanka.htm
mailto:elisabeth.vonruette@refbejuso.ch
http://www.glueckskette.ch
mailto:info@bonheur.ch
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/t_gender_DisasterRelief.htm
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Petition against Arms Purchases from Israel
Next to other organizations, the Swiss Coalition of Development Organisations
Swissaid/Catholic Lenten Fund/Bread for All/Helvetas/Caritas/HEKS, the Society for
Threatened Peoples (GfbV), the Group for a Switzerland without an Army and the
Swiss Workers’ Relief Agency were amongst the first signatories of a petition to
the Swiss Federal Parliament. The petition states that Switzerland’s commitment to
the observance of international law will be neither genuine nor credible as long as
cooperation continues with the Israeli army and weapons industry. The signatories
are calling on the Federal Council and Parliament to cease cooperation with the
weapons industries, armies and intelligence services of all countries involved in
the Middle East conflict. Such a moratorium should remain in force until internati-
onal law as well as United Nations General Assembly Resolution 194 and Security
Council Resolutions 242 and 338 are implemented. Besides, Switzerland is being
requested more specifically to renounce arms purchases from Israel worth CHF
150 million foreseen under the 2005 weapons program. 06.08.05
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Star Radio

Hirondelle Foundation

Further information:

HF Marco Domeniconi

Liberia: Hirondelle Foundation’s Star Radio back on Air
Star Radio recently resumed broadcasting, having been founded in Liberia in 1997
by the Hirondelle Foundation (HF) with the aim of improving the quality of media
and the training of journalists and closed down in 2000 by the then dictator Char-
les Taylor. After Taylor’s exile in 2003, the transitional government was keen for the
radio station to resume operations, though there were some financial problems.
Two-thirds of the one million-euro budget is now being funded by the European
Commission, and the remainder by Switzerland, the Netherlands and the United
Kingdom. Star Radio will employ 20 Liberian journalists plus a British project lea-
der and Swiss instructors and technicians, who will be travelling to Liberia for
temporary assignments. In a year’s time, the radio station should be entirely in
Liberian hands.

The programs are being aired in English, French and in seventeen local languages
and, given the elections planned for October, are devoted largely to civic educati-
on and political debate. 06.20.05

„Das Ende der Reise erkennen: Palästinaflüchtlinge – Realitäten und Perspekti-
ven“ – this is the title of the recently published documents on the 2004 autumn
meeting of the OeMe Unit in Berne (Ecumenical Movement, Mission and Deve-
lopment Cooperation Unit) and the Human Rights Forum in Israel und Palestine.
Amongst other topics, it sheds light on everyday realities of Palestinian refu-
gees, legal issues and Swiss positions on the right of return. The documents can
obtained from the OeMe Unit in Berne for CHF 10.-.

http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/39/petition_engl.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/39/petition_engl.pdf
http://www.starradio.org.lr/
http://www.hirondelle.org/
mailto:oeme@refbejuso.ch
mailto:sicherheitspolitik@gfbv.ch
mailto:mdomeniconi@hirondelle.org
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1000 Women for the 2005 Nobel Peace Prize: Names of
Nominees now public
The names of the 1000 women who could receive the 2005 Nobel Peace Prize in
autumn have now been released. The women come from over 150 countries, and
the number of nominees per country depends on its population size. Hence, 91
women have been nominated from India, 52 from Brazil, and just one from Bots-
wana.

Five women were nominated from Switzerland, all of whom have been promoting
peace in various ways for many years now. Elisabeth Neuenschwander has been
working for a variety of organisations in developing countries since 1950. She now
lives in Pakistan, where she has created a self-help project for Afghan refugees. In
1998 Elisabeth Reusse-Decrey founded „Geneva Call“, an initiative aimed at per-
suading armed non-governmental players to renounce the use of anti-personnel
mines and abide by humanitarian norms. An Argentine by birth, Irene Rodriguez
champions the human rights of illegal women immigrants in Switzerland. Since
1972 Marianne Spiller Hadorn has been living in Brazil, where she has founded the
ABAI children’s centre. For 20 years now Anni Lanz has been struggling to safe-
guard the rights and personal dignity of refugees in Switzerland.

It will be known on October 14 whether the 2005 Nobel Peace Prize will be awar-
ded to the 1000 women. On that same day the exhibition on the 1000 women will
open at the EWZ Zurich. 29.06.05
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DAC/CPDC

News from Swiss Government Agencies

DAC/CPDC Meeting: Nine „Tip Sheets“ approved
The half-yearly experts meeting of the „Conflict Prevention and Development Co-
operation“ (CPDC) network of the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) took
place on May 25-26 at the OECD in Paris. Members of the Swiss Agency for Deve-
lopment and Cooperation and Political Division IV of the Federal Department for
Foreign Affairs represented Switzerland at the meeting, the purpose of which is to
allow for informal information and experience sharing amongst experts from all
OECD countries.

One important topic was the ongoing UN reform, in particular, the creation of the
Peace-building Commission. The gathering discussed whether this Commission
should also be responsible for conflict prevention, an issue that is meeting with
some political opposition.

As part of its mainstreaming efforts, CPDC members are drawing up Tip Sheets
that are accepted by all partners, addressing the most important issues of conflict
transformation and development cooperation. The Paris meeting approved the first
nine Tip Sheets (on Peace-building, Democratization, Dialogue, Reconciliation, Small
Arms and Light Weapons, as well as four on Natural Ressources and Conflict). They
should be published at the end of August together with a further six papers and
are to be applied by all member countries in education and project management.

http://www.1000peacewomen.org/
http://www.1000peacewomen.org/
http://www.abai.ch/
http://www.genevacall.org/home.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/archiv_info.asp?article=716
mailto:rebecca.vermot@1000peacewomen.org
http://www.oecd.org/dac/conflict
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Security System Reform (SSR) and the relationship between security and develop-
ment will remain a controversial but crucial topic in CPDC. An efficient, democrati-
cally controlled security apparatus is indispensable to human security and deve-
lopment, though it must simultaneously be ensured that development funds are
not used for armed forces reform programs. SSR should therefore always be con-
templated in the context of disarmament and reintegration programs, peace agree-
ments and the problems of small arms and light weapons. 05.26.05

Small Arms: Conclusion of Work on an
International Tracing Instrument
The third and last session of the UN Open-Ended Working Group on an internatio-
nal instrument to identify and trace illicit small arms and light weapons took place
in New York from June 6 to 17, 2005. Swiss Ambassador Anton Thalmann chaired
the talks.

After a total of six weeks of deliberations, the working group adopted a policy
document that regulates the cooperation of countries in tracing illegal small arms
and light weapons. This is the first time since the adoption of the „UN Programme
of Action to Prevent, Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light
Weapons in All Its Aspects“ in July 2001 that it has been possible to draw up an
instrument on small arms, with global reach. The Sixtieth UN General Assembly
Session will formally approve the instrument in autumn this year.

The instrument constitutes an important addition to the UN Firearms Protocol.
Unlike the Firearms Protocol, the scope of the new instrument also extends to
weapons transfers between countries. Moreover, it covers not just small arms in
the narrow sense, but also light weapons, including MANPADS (Man Portable Air
Defense Systems).

For Switzerland the preparation of the instrument on traceability represents a ma-
jor victory in the fight against the illegal proliferation of small arms. The successful
conclusion of the talks is the outcome of years of involvement by Switzerland in
the marking and tracing of small arms. 06.17.05

Further information:

PD IV Raphael Nägeli
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Further information:

PD IV Heidi Grau

Website of the

UN Working Group

mailto:raphael.naegeli@eda.admin.ch
mailto:heidi.grau@eda.admin.ch
http://disarmament.un.org:8080/cab/salw-oewg-1.html
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Human Security

Network

UN Report „In Larger

Freedom“

 LinksLinksLinksLinksLinks Human Security Network Ministers meet in Ottawa
The seventh meeting of Foreign Ministers of the Human Security Network (HSN)
took place on March 18-20 in Ottawa. In attendance were Foreign Ministers and
high-level representatives from all 13 HSN member countries (Chile, Greece, Ire-
land, Jordan, Canada, Mali, Netherlands, Norway, Austria, Slovenia, Switzerland,
Thailand and South Africa as observer), as well as the Deputy UN Secretary-Gene-
ral Louise Fréchette, and representatives of the EU, Costa Rica, Japan and Mexico
as special guests. The Swiss delegation was led by Ambassador Urs Ziswiler, Head
of the Political Division of the Swiss Department for Foreign Affairs (DFA).

During the year 2004/05 when Canada held the presidency, the central topic for
the HSN was the debate on UN reform, in which it became deeply involved and
successfully advocated that the reform should not cover only aspects of State se-
curity but also human security.

Fréchette stated that the UN Secretary-General’s report „In Larger Freedom“ co-
vers the most important aspects of human security (freedom from fear, freedom
from want, freedom to live in dignity). On the prospect that these three main con-
cerns should also be reflected in the UN architecture in future, HSN is advocating
the full implementation of the suggested reforms.

All the parties underscored the importance of the Millennium Development Goals,
the ban on antipersonnel mines, halting the spread of small arms and light wea-
pons, the concept of „responsibility to protect“ (the international community’s
duty to intervene if a State is incapable or unwilling to protect its own population
effectively), and the creation of a Peace-building Commission.

What is particularly significant for Switzerland is that the HSN as a whole has
endorsed the idea of creating a UN Human Rights Council. On this occasion, many
hitherto reluctant countries expressed their support for the first time. The HSN has
therefore played an important role in the framework of Switzerland’s ongoing cam-
paign.

The meeting also adopted a joint final declaration, and Costa Rica was admitted
as a new member. 06.03.05

Further information:

PD IV Raphael Nägeli

http://www.humansecuritynetwork.org/
http://www.humansecuritynetwork.org/
http://www.un.org/largerfreedom/
http://www.un.org/largerfreedom/
mailto:raphael.naegeli@eda.admin.ch
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Berghof-Center

Conciliation Resources

EPLO

European Centre for

Conflict Prevention

FriEnt

International Alert

Plattform Zivile

Konfliktbearbeitung

Responding to Conflict

SPICE

UNIFEM

Berghof-Center
The new article „The Training Process: Achieving social impact by training individu-
als?“ by Dirk Sprenger is now available from the „Berghof Handbook for Conflict
Transformation“ website.

Conciliation Resources
Conciliation Resources has published its 2004 Annual Report.

On July 27, Conciliation Resources will be organising a conference in London on
the theme „Engaging with Terror: Understanding the Politically Violent“.

The Accord publication „Choosing to Engage: Armed Groups and Peace Proces-
ses“ is now available online.

European Centre for Conflict Prevention ECCP
Global Partnership for the Prevention of Armed Conflict will be holding its con-
ference „From Reaction to Prevention“ in New York on July 19-21.

The new ECCP publication „People Building Peace II: Successful Stories of Civil
Society“ will be out in July.

FriEnt
On 21 June FriEnt held a specialised discussion on the subject „Projekt-Partner
in Konfliktsituationen: Machen wir das Richtige mit den Richtigen?“. Documents
on the discussion are now being prepared. The experiences from the process as
a whole are documented in the FriEnt briefing paper „Austausch, Abstimmung,
Gemeinsames Lernen: eine Bilanz des Arbeitstreffens Nepal“, and the public
version of the Nepal study is also available.

Also new on the FriEnt-website: The revised version of the methodological
Guidelines on conflict analysis for developing action alternatives for social pro-
grams – prepared by FES, GTZ in the framework of the FriEnt Working Group.

SPICE
The latest SPICE Newsletter reports on the introduction of „K-Kennung“ by the
German Ministry for Economic Cooperation (BMZ). A contribution from the Kre-
ditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (kfW) addresses the question „Finanzieren wir in-
direkt Militärhaushalte?“. Sudan and Indonesia are also topics dealt with.

On September 29-30, 2005, the Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW) and the
Crisis Prevention and Conflict Transformation sector project will be jointly run-
ning an advanced training course on conflict-sensitive methods and tools in
financial and technical cooperation (FZ/TZ). For further details: Claudia Laud-
wein and Christina Kükenshöner.

International Partner Organizations

In this section, KOFF is

reporting on news from

ten international partner

organizations.

http://www.berghof-center.org/
http://www.c-r.org/
http://www.eplo.org/
http://www.conflict-prevention.net/
http://www.conflict-prevention.net/
http://www.frient.de/
http://www.international-alert.org/
http://www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/
http://www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/
http://www.respond.org/
http://www2.gtz.de/spice/
http://www.unifem.org/
http://www.berghof-handbook.net/new.htm
http://www.c-r.org/about/events.shtml
http://www.c-r.org/accord/engage/index.shtml
http://www.gppac.net/
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/39/ECCP.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/39/ECCP.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/39/friEnt.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/39/friEnt.pdf
http://www.frient.de/downloads/FriEnt_Briefing%200205_Nepal-Rundtisch.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/39/nepalstudie.pdf
http://www.frient.de/materialien/materialien_frientpublic.html#Methodischer%20Leitfaden%20zur%20Konfliktanalyse%20erschienen
http://www.gtz.de/de/dokumente/de-spice-newsletter3-2005.pdf
mailto:claudia.laudwein@gtz.de
mailto:claudia.laudwein@gtz.de
mailto:christina.kuekenshoener@kfw.de
http://www.c-r.org/pubs/annreps/annreps.shtml
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The 22nd International Summer Academy is set for July 10-15 in Stadtschlai-
ning, Austria on „Die Weltunordnung von Ökonomie und Krieg“.

The Latin America-Switzerland Association (ALAS) is organising a lecture series
entitled „No development without land rights. The question of land in Latin
America“. The events will take place weekly between August 18 and September
20 at the Käfigturm in Berne.

Peace Watch Switzerland (PWS) will be holding an orientation seminar from
August 26 to 28 and September 14 to 16 in Zofingen to prepare human rights
monitors for assignments in Israel/Palestine. In addition, PWS will be organising
information afternoons jointly with Peace Brigades International on September
3 in Berne, September 10 in Zurich and October 1 in Lausanne.

On September 24 Women for Peace Switzerland will be organising a conference
in Berne on the theme „Geteilte Hoffnung ist doppelte Hoffnung.  Verbindende
Projekte in Palästina und Israel“.

 InfoInfoInfoInfoInfo There are still some places available for the KOFF training courses on Do No
Harm (August 29/30) and „How to Deal with Gender-based Violence and Trau-
ma in Humanitarian Aid“ (September 21). Further information and registration:
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/website/koffevents/trainings.pdf

Events

Publications

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 InfoInfoInfoInfoInfo Conflict-sensitive Business Practice:
Guidance for Extractive Industries
The extraction of natural resources such as oil, wood and diamonds has always
come at an enormous social cost and constituted a source of conflict. In this Hand-
book, International Alert investigates – at both the macro and project levels – the
interactions between private-sector companies active in crisis areas and their sur-
roundings. Experience shows that most companies have no interest in worsening
conflicts, but very often lack the required knowledge and experience to make their
work conflict-sensitive. The Handbook is therefore an attempt to provide mana-
gers in the field and at headquarters with some practical guidelines. Amongst
other things, attention is drawn to the problems of resettlement, corruption, pos-
sible compensation for accidents and other negative impacts. Moreover, it takes a
critical look at the impact of social investments. Social programmes should be built
into the enterprise’s operations rather than merely left up to a separate Communi-
ty Relations Department.

Link to the publication

This section lists several

events on the KOFF calen-

dar and on those of KOFF

member organizations.

Other pointers to events

and training courses are

available through the

KOFF-Infomarket.

http://www.aspr.ac.at/sak2005.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/39/ALAS.pdf
http://www.peacewatch.ch/public/frameset.aspx?cat=1&lang=DE
http://www.peacewatch.ch/public/frameset.aspx?cat=1&lang=DE
http://www.frauenfuerdenfrieden.ch/Veranstaltungen/aktuelle_Veranstaltungen/PI-Tagung2005-09-24.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/website/koffevents/trainings.pdf
http://www.international-alert.org/pdf/pubbus/conflict_sensitive_business_practice_all.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/events.asp


Handbook of the Swiss Experts Pool for Civil Peace Building
The Handbook of the Swiss Experts Pool for Civil Peace Building (SEF) was created
as a flexible, handy and realistic tool and resource, especially for members of the
experts pool as well as for partner organisations.

The Handbook contains dossiers with annotated sources on topics such as the
conduct of negotiations, human rights, refugees, gender and peace building, child
soldiers, antipersonnel mines and human trafficking. The Handbook is intended to
provide experts with rapid and relatively easy access to very useful information
sources in the selected fields of activity. The dossiers were prepared by qualified
experts, and in addition to the relevant legal instruments also contain a bibliogra-
phy as well as links to the most important organisations and Internet sites.
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SEF Handbook
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PublisherPublisherPublisherPublisherPublisher: Center for Peacebuilding (KOFF) / swisspeace

AddressAddressAddressAddressAddress: Sonnenbergstrasse 17, CH - 3000 Bern 7

Tel: +41 (0)31 330 12 12; Fax: +41 (0)31 330 12 13

EditingEditingEditingEditingEditing: Philipp Thüler

Publication datesPublication datesPublication datesPublication datesPublication dates: The KOFF Newsletter appears in German, English and French on the first day of every month (except

August 1 and January 1). The newsletter is distributed electronically.

The KOFF is sponsored jointly by the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA) and the following Swiss NGOs:
• Association pour la démilitarisation • Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Hilfswerke • BAHA’I • Bethlehem Mission Immensee  • Brot
für Alle • Brücke Le pont • Caritas Schweiz • CASIN • CIMERA • cfd • Fastenopfer • Fondation Hirondelle • Forum für
Friedenserziehung • Frauen für den Frieden Schweiz • Gemeinden Gemeinsam Schweiz • GSoA • HEKS • Helvetas • Infol-
Link.org • Intercooperation • International Association for Human Values • Interteam • Medienhilfe • Medico International
Schweiz • MIVA Switzerland  • Peace Brigades International • Peace Watch Switzerland • Quaker United Nations Office
• Schweizerische Flüchtlingshilfe • Schweizerischer Friedensrat • Schweizerisches Arbeiterhilfswerk • Schweizerischer
Katholischer Frauenbund • Stiftung Kinderdorf Pestalozzi • Schweizerisches Rotes Kreuz • Swissaid • World  Vision Switzerland
• Wartorn Societies Project (WSP) International • Terre des Hommes  Schweiz 

 

http://www.eda.admin.ch/sub_expool/g/home/sef-handbuch.html
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff
http://www.swisspeace.org/
mailto:philipp.thueler@swisspeace.ch

